“Guidelines for Cafeteria Use”

CAFETERIA LUNCH PROGRAM
Students may choose to purchase a hot or cold lunch in the cafeteria or bring lunch from home. Parents can also place money in a prepaid debit account, which as student can access using a PIN number. For your additional convenience, we also have a new internet-based payment system, which allows you the option of payment for your child’s lunch on-line, via credit card or ACH (electronic check). For further information, please go to www.fairlawnschools.org, then go to “Updates and Announcements”. A lunch menu will be distributed monthly in homeroom. Lunch may not be ordered from outside vendors.

CAFETERIA BEHAVIORAL EXPECTATIONS
Appropriate behavior is expected at all times in the cafeteria. Students and Parents are required to read and accept this “Guidelines for Cafeteria Use” in Genesis.

For your convenience, the behavioral expectations are listed here as well:

- WALK; DO NOT RUN, to the lunch tables upon entering the cafeteria. Make sure your books and personal items are placed in the cubbies before sitting down at your assigned lunch table.
- Take chosen/assigned seats – NO MORE THAN SIX STUDENTS AT A TABLE.
- Any student cutting the lunch line or jamming the line will be served last.
- Students are grouped in alpha order (A-L and M-Z) for cafeteria and recess assignment. There is NO switching of groups to ensure safety protocols. **Group A-L with eat on “A” days first** while group M-Z is in recess. **Group M-Z will eat on “B” days** first while group A-L is in recess.
- There are great many of us eating together. Have fun and enjoy your lunch, but please keep the noise level to a minimum (NO SHOUTING and POUNDING on tables).
- Respect your teachers, fellow students, custodians and cafeteria workers alike.
- DO NOT throw items across the table or cafeteria room. DO NOT engage in horseplay or drama.
- Remain seated when not getting food or discarding trash.
- Movement between cafeteria/recess room is not permitted.
- Eating areas are to be kept neat and clean (this includes tables and the floor).
- Do not sit on tables!
- Those leaving the cafeteria for any reasons must ask for permission, sign out, and take a pass (restroom, office, nurse, etc.)
- All rules of good behavior apply. Any inappropriate infractions may result in disciplinary action or suspension of privileges.

Procedures for leaving the cafeteria:
Students will be dismissed from cafeteria by row and table (at the discretion of the teacher in charge). Students need to push chairs under tables when ever leaving their tables or leaving the cafeteria. Students are to quietly travel through the hallways to playground areas, bearing in mind that classes are in session.
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